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ABSTRACT 
 
Autism has symptoms can hardly be recognized in the early stages of the disease, and it affects the child's 
mental health on the long term. Autism can be identified by parents monitoring to the child and diagnosed 
by psychiatrists using an international standard checklist. The checklist questions should be answered by 
the parent and psychiatrist to determine the risk level of autism (high, medium, or low risk). It is hard for 
parents to monitor more than 20 child's behaviours at the same time regardless lack of accuracy for 
answering on most of these questions. We propose a system for monitoring autistic child behaviours by 
analysing accelerometer data collected from wearable mobile device. The behaviours are recognized by 
using a novel algorithm called DTWDir that based on calculating displacement and direction between two 
signals. DTWDir is evaluated by comparing it to KNN, classical Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), and One 
Dollar Recognition ($1) algorithms. The results show that DTWDir accuracy is higher than the others. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
According to a new report from the U.S. Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, there is a 
30% increase in autistic children ratio than two years ago. Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and 
autism are both general terms for a group of complex disorders of brain development. These 
disorders are characterized -in varying degrees- by difficulties in social interaction, verbal and 
nonverbal communication, and repetitive behaviours. Psychiatrist who works with children must 
deal with a great variety of behavioural and emotional problems therefore some of researches 
provided standardized assessment and documentation of such problems and requires a little effort 
by the psychiatrist. Those standardized assessments, may be a questionnaire [1] [2] or a checklist 
standard [3] [4], are filled by parents and psychiatrist. The parents have a problem answering all 
the questions accurately, because it requires parents' awareness to all the behaviours that result 
from the autistic child and monitor the child for a long time attentively. Figure1 displays script 
from standardized assessment Questions.                            
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Figure 1. Script from modified checklist standard assessment for autism in toddlers [5]  
 

The psychiatrists have to calculate the total score of the checklist questions and consequently 
determining the level of autism risk. If the total score is 0-2 that means low risk, 3-7 is medium 
risk, and 8-20 is high risk.  
 
The majority of researches attempt to automatically identify the autistic child by monitoring 
repetitive behaviours rather than social and communication defects [6][7] [8] which are easily 
identified by using standardized assessments. This article is offering an automated methodology 
to answer some of the standard checklist questions. Those questions are focused on 
 

 The ability of the child to copy what you do such as clapping like you does.  
 If the child has imagination and plays pretend or make-believe such as imaging he/she 

drink from the cup.  
 If the child does stereotypical motor movement such as flapping hand. 
 And if the child interacts and communicates with the others such as acting goodbye to the 

others. 
 
It is hard to monitor and collect children's behaviours let alone autistic children, therefore we 
have the challenge to collect data and apply an algorithm that can recognize the child's behaviour 
using a small dataset. We collected the four behaviours (goodbye wave, drinking, hand flapping, 
clapping) from a normal children by using accelerometer build in the smartphone and recognized 
those behaviours using a novel algorithm called DTWDir that is based on comparing signals 
displacement and direction. The displacement value is calculated by using DTW classifier and 
direction value is calculated by collecting the direction variation -the difference in signs- between 
two signals.  
 
We evaluated our approach by comparing to KNN, One Dollar Recognition ($1), and classical 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) classifiers. KNN accuracy is directly proportional the size of the 
dataset even if the accuracy change is not effective [24]. Many researches depended on reducing 
the size of datasets [25], [26], [27], and [28] when it applied KNN, as it has to use all the training 
examples on each test which increases execution time with large datasets [29][30][31]. Bagnal et 
al. [32] determined that 1-NN with an elastic measure such as DTW is the best approach for 
smaller data sets, but that as the number of series increases "the accuracy of elastic measures 
converges with that of Euclidean distance". Euclidian distance calculation is the square of the 
difference between two points and that means the value's sign are lost therefore we developed 
DTWDir which considers the absolute distance value and also its sign. By comparing DTWDir to 
KNN, $1, and DTW the results showed that DTWDir accuracy is higher than the others and 
reached to 93% when using three axes together. 
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The rest of the paper is as follows: we review related work in section2. Section3 explains the 
DTWDir classifier. Dataset is explained in section 4. The experiments and results are explained in 
section5. Section6 include the Discussions. Conclusion is explained in section7. 
 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
The related work is divided into two parts the first one is related to some of the classifiers that are 
used for recognizing living activities and the second part displays the previous works which are 
related to the autistic child. 
 
2.1. Living Activities 
 
Many researchers monitored the living activities by using smart phone accelerometer. Sang et al. 
[9] and Ortiz et al. [10] have proposed a system to monitor some of living activities by using 
KNN for recognition and they compared it with others classifiers. The authors found that KNN 
accuracy reach to 74%, 88% in [9],[10] respectively. Sang et al. found that the recognition results 
of Driving, sitting, and On-table activities reach to 100% but the results of Downstairs and 
upstairs activities are poor due to the ambiguity of accelerometer and gyroscope data therefore the 
authors suggests in future that those two activities should be concerned as a single activity for 
better recognition results. 
 
Paiyarom et al. [18] recognized ten activities of daily living by using DTW classifier. The data 
are collected from two subjects – female, male- and they found that the mean accuracy of DTW is 
91% even though the dataset training size is small. Muscillo et al. [19] compared between 
decision tree C4.5 and DTW classifiers for recognizing low-level food preparation activities. The 
data are collected from four sensors equipped kitchen utensils (knifes and spoon) about 6 hours. 
They found that DTW accuracy is better than C4.5. Li et al. [20] developed a new algorithm 
depends on using cubic spline interpolation and Derivative DTW by using Derivative DTW 
classifier on the interpolated original data. They compared between DTW, Derivative DTW, and 
the new algorithm on twelve different datasets and found that the accuracy of the new algorithm 
is beneficial when DTW could not recognize the specific dataset and can produce much less 
number of warping. Nayak et al. [21] proposed a new algorithm that is similar to the algorithm of 
the Li et al. [20] but it used DTW classifier rather than Derivative DTW on the interpolated 
original data. The authors used five different probabilistic distance measurements for DTW and 
they evaluated the new algorithm on three different datasets; sign recognition (with large number 
of possible classes), gesture recognition (with person variations), and classification of human 
interaction sequences (with segmentation problems). The results showed that DTW without 
reduction dimensions (original data) is better than DTW with reduction (interpolation). 
 
2.2. Autistic Child  
 
Most of the previous researches interest was to monitor stereotypical motor movements to 
identify the autistic child and did not care about the interaction and communication of the child 
with others such as Westeyn et al. [8] and Albinali et al. [6]. Westeyn et al. used 3-axes 
accelerometers for detecting stereotypical motor movements from individuals mimicking the 
actual behaviours. They achieved 69% of hand flapping behaviour, which automatically and 
accurately is detected by using Hidden Markov Model, when Insertion errors are reduced. 
 
Albinali et al. published two articles. Albinali et al. 2009 collected the data from 3-axes 
accelerometer readings from 6 autistic children. They used J48 Decision Tree classifier, which is 
an open source Java implementation of the decision tree algorithm(C4.5) in the WEKA data 
mining tool, to identify stereotypical motor movements in the classroom and laboratory and they 
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found the mean accuracy is 88.6%, 89.5% respectively [7]. A major concern is the high false 
positive rates averaging 0.08 across all participants. For intervention applications that target 
specific stereotypical motor movements, the system would incorrectly deliver the intervention 8% 
of the time when the participant is not engaged in the behaviour. Albinali et al. 2012 added expert 
and non-experts system using software on mobile phones to annotate stereotypical motor 
movements for classifier training [6]. They didn't collect any sensor data related to child's 
interaction and communication. 
 
Chuah et al. [11] developed Smartphone-Based Autism Social Alert (SASA) for automatically 
detecting autistic child's stereotypical behaviours early and send alert to caregivers. They 
recognized audio background with the occurrence of stereotypical behaviours so as to identify 
potential environmental factors that may trigger such behaviours. Chuah et al. also used the same 
algorithm (J48 Decision Tree classifier) of the Albinali et al 2009 and 2012 but Chuah et al. 
distinguished stereotypical behaviours like foot tapping, jumping, hand waving, walking, sitting 
with an accuracy of 85%. 
 
Postawka et al. [22] used kinect sensor and the skeleton structure for monitoring the autistic child. 
HMM algorithm is used for activity modelling and emotions recognition. They applied 
experiments on standing and sitting activities. Gonçalves et al. [23] aimed to identify if the Kinect 
sensor and the eZ430-Chronos watch with the accelerometers can be used as a time-efficient tool 
to automatic detect child's behaviours. Two behaviours (hand flapping and body rocking 
movement) are collected from four autistic children by using Kinect sensor and wireless 
accelerometers placed on each wrist and chest. They used DTW recognizer and found that DTW 
accuracy when using accelerometers sensors (76%) is better than when using kinect sensor 
(51%). 
 

3. DTWDIR CLASSIFIER  
 
The DTWDir is an improvement to DTW classifier. DTW is a technique for matching two time 
series' data [15]. The main purpose is to align two series in an optimal way, i.e. minimizing costs 
for the warping path [16]. This path can be found very efficiently using dynamic programming to 
evaluate the following recurrence which defines the cumulative distance  (     )as the Euclidian 
distance          found in the current cell and the minimum of the cumulative distances of the 
adjacent elements: 
 

        (     )        (       )  (       )  (         )  

 (     )   (     )
 
. 

 
DTWDir depends on two main measured values on the selected Window length. These values are 
the displacement value which is calculated by DTW classifier and the direction value which aim 
to find the sign variation between the two series. 
 
The following example illustrates the different between KNN, DTW, and DTWDir classifiers on 
three synthetic signals (Temp1, Temp2, Query) for X-axis, Y-axis in Figure 2. 
 
We can classify Query as Temp1 series because the directions of both signals in X-axis are 
(positive (+Ve) then negative (-Ne)) but in Temp2 are (-Ne) then (+Ve). In the Y-Axis three 
signals are the same. 
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Figure 2. Three synthetic signals in (X,Y) axes 
 
In KNN, Query signal is classified as Temp1 or Temp2 because the displacement of Query to 
Temp1 and Temp2 are the same. DTW classified Query as Temp2 series because it measured the 
displacement between Query and Temp2 (≈15.87) is less than the displacement between Query 
and Temp1 (≈17.25).DTWDir was able to classify Query as Temp1 series because its number of 
sign variation is smaller than Temp2. 
 
DTWDir Pseudo Code 
Given Testing Template    that has sequence of points           , where   

                     
Given Training Templates          with labels            respectively and    each 
training template has sequence of points            , where   is number  of training 
templates and                            
Given Window Length    (with seconds) 
Given Overlap (with seconds) 
Output    where    is the closet template for the   
//preparing the testing template by Selecting a period of time equal to WL in the center of   
period 
                       
                            
 ̀                , where              ⁄⁄  
//comparing each training template with testing template  ̀ 
For i=1 to M Do Loop 
    //comparing one training template     with  ̀ 
    For j=1 to                              Do Loop 
             ̀                  
                      .pushback(DTWAlgorithm(  ̀,  ̀), Direction(  ̀,  ̀)) 
           j=j+SOL 
    END Loop 
    Ranking             with direction ascending order  
    TrainingResultsArrr.pushback(                   
End Loop 
 Ranking TrainingResultsArr with Distance ascending order 
  = Label of (TrainingResultsArr [0]) 
 
4. DATA SET  
 
Our data set is collected by 'Lenovo' smart phone sensor which its sampling rate is approximately 
98 samples per second. We recorded 6 sec for each try of four behaviours (goodbye, hand 
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flapping, drinking, and clapping) from 3 children with ages 4±1. We collected 10 tries per 
behaviour per child. The acceleration and orientation values are collected for each try per 
behaviour.  
 

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
5.1 Experiments Setup 
 
A C++ application was developed to compare DTWDir with KNN, One Dollar recognizer, and 
DTW classifiers. K-fold cross validation with K=3 is used to split data into 3 parts that each part 
is one child but before any manipulation we used high-pass filter to remove gravity from the 
measured acceleration [17]. As the frequency of gravity is low, it is considered that filtering low 
frequency acceleration is effective in reducing the impact of gravity. There are many criteria 
effects on DTWDir quality that are in the following list. 
 

 Sensor type: we recorded the acceleration and the orientation data. 
  
 Pre-processing operations: we have 3 ways for entering the data to a novel algorithm;  

 
o Raw data: without any selection or changing in the data. This attribute isn't 

available to apply on KNN algorithm, because all training and testing templates 
should have the same length. 

o Interpolation: it is applied on the raw data to ensure all templates have the same 
length [12]. 

o Selected 5 sec: it's like raw data but to guarantee the number of sampling in all 
templates are equal, we selected 5 sec from the originally recorded 6 sec of raw 
data.  
 

 Axis type: there are three axes. We need to know which axis is better than the others. 
 
As we mentioned before we aim to measure the accuracy of DTWDir by comparing with three 
others classifiers but there are many criteria affects on our algorithm therefore we are going to 
apply changes on those criteria and observe how the DTWDir will react. We summarized 
experiments description and goals in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: summarized experiments analysis 
 

Exp Description Goals 
 
#1 

 
Comparison between KNN, 
DTW, $1, and DTWDir using 
the values of the sensor's axis 
X, Y, and Z individually and 
the three axes together using 
two types of sensors 
acceleration and orientation. 

 
1. Measure the accuracy of each algorithm 

when sensor types are Orientation (OR) or 
Acceleration (AC). 

2. Identify the best sensor for each algorithm.  
3. Determine which axis is better than the 

others in AC and OR sensors. 
 

 
#2 

 
Comparison between four 
algorithms when pre-
processing operations are 
changed. 

 
1. Measure the accuracy of each algorithm 

when the pre-processing operation is 
changed 

2. Determine which pre-processing operation is 
the best for increasing the algorithms 
accuracy. 
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#3 

 
Comparison between four 
algorithms when we selected 5 
sec from raw data and used 
both the three axes together 
and the Z axis alone. 

 
1. Measure the accuracy of the behaviours in 

each algorithm. 
2. Determine the best algorithm is able to 

detect hand flapping behaviour. 
 

 
5.2 Results 
 
In Experiment #1, we interpolate the raw data to 300 samples in the pre-processing operation and 
put the value of overlap with 0.5 sec and window length with 2 sec. The results are shown on 
Table 2. 
  

Table 2: The comparison results accuracy of four classifiers according to two sensors types (OR and AC) 
for each axis individually and three axes together 

 
 
Sensor 
Type 
Classifier 

OR AC 
X Y Z X,Y,Z AVG X Y Z X,Y,Z AVG 

KNN 69 74 62 80 71.25 63 60 54.6 58 58.9 

$1 39.6 37.3 59 49.6 46.3 36.3 47.3 35.3 59.6 44.6 

DTW 80.6 84.6 77 90 83 64 83 59.6 90.6 74.3 
DTWDir 83.3 88.6 86 89 86.7 82 87.3 64 90.6 80.9 

 68.1 71.1 71 77.1  61.3 69.4 53.3 74.9  

 
In Experiment #2, we used raw data in pre-processing step, accelerometer sensor type, and X-
axis. Because raw data doesn't have the same length in all tries, KNN couldn't apply on raw data 
attributes. The results are shown on the Table 3. 

 
Table 3:  The accuracy of four classifiers when pre-processing operation is changed 

 
        Entering data 

Classifier 
Raw data Interpolation 

N=300 
Selected 5 secs 

KNN  63% 60.6% 

DTW 76% 64% 75.6% 

DTWDir 80% 82.3% 84.6% 

$1 34.6% 36.6% 37.6% 

Average 63.5% 61.4% 64.6% 

 
In Experiment #3, we used Acceleration sensor type, overlap value is 0.25 sec and window length 
value is 2 sec. the results are shown on the Table 4.  
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Table 4: Accuracy of each behaviour 

  
6. DISCUSSIONS  
 
We applied KNN [9] on our dataset and we found that DTWDir is better than KNN as displayed 
in Table 2. DTWDir is higher than KNN in all axis in both acceleration and orientation sensors. 
Table 2 displayed that all algorithms accuracy in the orientation data sensor is better than the 
acceleration data. It's better to use three axes together rather than single axis for all algorithms in 
both acceleration and orientation sensors. The accuracy of DTWDir in both sensor types is higher 
than the others.  
 
The interpolation pre-processing may change the original data values (raw data) but it keeps the 
form of the signal pattern [13] therefore DTW accuracy in interpolation is less than in raw data 
attributes as in Table 3 because the purpose of DTW algorithm matches the best wrapping path 
between the two signals [14] but the DTWDir accuracy was not affected. DTW accuracy in 5 sec 
is better than in interpolation but it still was not higher than raw data pre-processing. The authors 
[20] [21] developed new algorithms depend on interpolation pre-processing and DTW classifier. 
The article [20] displayed that the new algorithm accuracy was not beneficial except in the case 
of DTW failure to recognize the behaviour and also [21] showed that DTW with raw data is better 
than DTW with interpolation pre-processing. The selected 5 sec pre-processing is better than the 
others in all algorithms except for KNN because it depends on Euclidian distance in calculation.  
For sure the speed of algorithms in the interpolation is higher than the others pre-processing 
operations because the length of data signals in the interpolation is 300 points and in the selection 
5 sec pre-processing operation is 490 points (5*98) where 98 is the sampling rate. DTWDir is 
better than the other algorithms in all pre-processing operations.  
 
Most of previous researches [6] [7] [11] used decision tree algorithm (C4.5) for recognizing 
stereotypical motor movements to identify the autistic child but Muscillo et al. [19] displayed that 
DTW is better than C4.5 when they compared between them. As mentioned before, stereotypical 
motor movements are not enough to identify the autistic child therefore they were not in 
consideration, however we compared hand flapping detection accuracy in both cases when 
DTWDir achieved highest, and lowest accuracy using three axes together, and Z-Axis 
respectively. Table2 displayed that the accuracy of algorithms in three axes together is better than 
the others but Z-axis is the least one. Table 4 showed that DTWDir is better than KNN, $1 and 
DTW in both cases. Westeyn et al. [8] achieved 69% by using Hidden Markov Model algorithm 
and a 3 axes accelerometer, but DTWDir was able to detect hand flapping behaviour with 
percentage 73.3%.   
 
 

        
Classifiers 
Behaviours 

KNN $1 DTW DTWDir 

3 Axes Z-Axis 3 Axes Z-
Axis 

3 Axes Z-Axis 3 Axes Z-Axis 

Clapping 100% 100% 46.6% 36.6% 100% 83.3% 100% 86.6% 

Drinking 100% 100% 90% 93.3% 100% 73.3% 100% 96.3% 
Flapping 20% 20% 33.3% 13.3% 66.6% 3.3% 73.3% 33.3% 
Goodbye 23.3% 23.3% 13.3% 23.3% 100% 80% 100% 73.3% 

Average 61% 61% 46% 42% 91.6% 60% 93% 72% 
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7. CONCLUSION 
 
Psychiatrists are interested in the child's interaction and communication with the others not only 
stereotypical motor movement behaviours. They used checklist standard assessment to determine 
the risk level of autism. The checklist contains several yes or no questions each question aims to 
measure some of child's behaviour such as (interaction with the others, communication skills, and 
stereotypical motor behaviours). Those questions have to be answered by parents and 
psychiatrists but it is hard for the parents to monitor the child for a long time. Psychiatrists do a 
lot of effort to diagnose the children as they have a variety of behavioural and emotional 
problems. This paper will help them by providing an automated technique to answer some of the 
checklist questions. The questions in consideration are answered by evaluating child's behaviours 
which are monitored by accelerometer. We collected four behaviours; three behaviours are 
dealing with interaction and communication (goodbye, drinking, clapping), one behaviour is 
dealing with stereotypical movement (hand flapping).  The dataset is recorded from three child's 
behaviours that mimic the autistic child. We applied KNN, $1 recognition, and DTW classifiers 
on our dataset but we found that the average accuracy of three algorithms are 71%, 46%, 83% 
respectively using orientation sensor type and 58.9%, 44.6%, 74% respectively using acceleration 
sensor type. DTW is better than $1 and KNN in both acceleration and orientation sensor types 
therefore we attempt to improve the accuracy of DTW recognition by developing a novel 
algorithm based on DTW that is called DTWDir. We evaluated the novel algorithm by comparing 
it to KNN, $1 and DTW on our dataset. From the previous experiments we found that DTWDir is 
better than the other algorithms but it consumes high execution time. In the future work we will 
try to reduce the execution time by combining KNN with DTWDir. 
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